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THE DISCONTINUOUS INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM

OF A REACTING GAS FLOW SYSTEM

BY

YING LUNG-AN AND WANG CHING-HUA

Abstract. We show that the local solvability of the solution of a reacting gas flow

system (1.1)-(1.4) with initial values (1.5), which has a large jump at the point

x' = 0 and the structure of the solution near the origin (0, 0) are identical to those

of the Riemann problem of the homogeneous system corresponding to the Cauchy

problem (1.1)-(1.5).

1. Introduction. If we neglect the effects of diffusion, friction and heat conduc-

tion within a fluid containing two species with a chemical reaction, the system of

equations governing this fluid can be written as

9pi/3r + d(pxu)/dx' = g(px, p2, T) .
(conservation of mass),

dp2/dt + d(p2u)/dx' = -g(px, p2, T)

dipu)/dt + d(pu2 + p)/dx' = 0    (conservation of momentum),

(3/3/)[p,(e1 + «72) + P2ie2 + u2/2)]

+ (3/3x')[p,«(m2/2 + ex + pxvx) + p2«(m2/2 + ei + Pivi)} = °

(conservation of energy),    (1.1)

where t > 0, x' E (-oo, -t-oo) denote the Euler coordinates of time and space, u

denotes the velocity, p,, v¡, p¡, e, (/' = 1, 2), T denote the state parameters: density,

specific volume, pressure, energy per unit volume and temperature, respectively;

v¡: = 1/p,; p - px + p2 and p = px + p2 are called the total pressure and total

density. Functions g and — g are the rate of chemical reaction, which depends on

temperature and the density of these two species. Here, for simplification, we only

consider two reacting materials, but our result can be extended to any number of

reacting materials without any difficulty; the sum of the rates of chemical reaction

equals zero because of the conservation of total mass. For the concrete form of the

function g(p,, p2, T) and the general system, including the effects of diffusion,

friction and heat conduction, see [1].

In the following, we introduce, for convenience, another state parameter, en-

tropy, 5, (/' = 1, 2). There are some state equations connecting all of the state

parameters. We assume both materials are ideal gases, i.e.,

Pxvx=p2v2= RT, (1.2)
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where R is the gas constant. We also assume they are polytropic, i.e.,

Pi = a2exp{(v,. - \)Si/R}vr<       (i = 1, 2) (1.3)

where a2 is a positive constant, 1 < y, < f. In addition, if we consider the state

equation

e¡ = PiV¡/ (y, - 1) + q¡,       q, = constant    (i = 1, 2), (1.4)

then the system of (1.1)-(1.4) takes a closed form. We can eliminate some of the

unknowns in (1.1) and get a system for four unknowns, for instance, p,, p2, u andp.

(1.1)-(1.4) is a nonhomogeneous nonlinear hyperbolic system, the classical

solutions of which have been quite sufficiently investigated by many authors

[2]-[8]. Wang Rou-Hwai and Wuu Jwo-Chun investigated the classical solutions of

the mixed boundary value problems [9].

The problem of solvability and the structure of discontinuous solutions are of

both theoretical and practical interest. If the initial values have the first kind of

discontinuity at the origin and are smooth elsewhere, Gu Chao-Hao, Lee Da-Tsin,

Ho Zon-Yi [10]-[12], and Rozdestvenskiï and Yanenko [13] investigated the

Cauchy problem in the case n = 2; they proved that the local solutions exist and

the structure of the solutions is identical with that of the Riemann problem. Lee

Da-Tsin and Yu Wen-Tzu investigated the general case when n > 2; they assumed

that the jump at the origin is sufficiently small [14]-[17].

It is the purpose of this paper to discuss the local solvability and the local

structure of the solution of the system (1.1)-(1.4) with initial values

(p,(x\ 0), p2(x', 0), u(x', 0),p(x', 0)) = (plj0(x'), P2,oix'), "oO')>Poix')),  (1.5)

where the functions p10, p20, u0, p0 have a large jump at the point x' = 0. We will

prove that the Cauchy problem (1.1)-(1.5) is locally solvable and the structure of

the solution near the point (0, 0) is identical to that of the homogeneous system

corresponding to (1.1).

dpx/dt + d(pxu)/dx' = 0,        dp2/dt + d(p2u)/dx' = 0,

d(pu)/dt + d(pu2 + p)/dx' = 0,

(d/Zt)[pxiex + u2/2) + p2ie2 + u2/2)}

+ (d/dx')[pxuiu2/2 + ex+ pxvx) + p2uiu2/2 + e2 + p2v2)] = 0,      (1.6)

with the initial values

(p,(x , 0), p2(x , 0), u(x , 0), p(x , 0)) = \ (1.7)
{  (Plr- P2r> Ur, pr),        X    >  0.

In §§2 and 3 we give some expressions of this system, its characteristic and jump

relations, some properties of the jump relations and a description of the Riemann

problem, all of which will be useful later. In §4, we prove the existence of a

boundary value problem, the solution of which is called the rarefaction wave; this

result has been obtained for n = 2 [13]. There is an essential difference between the

cases n > 2 and n = 2. We prove this result for n = 4, but our method can be used

for any n without difficulty. In §5 we prove: the local existence and local structure
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theorem when there is a rarefaction wave and a shock wave; the local existence of

a mixed boundary value problem where the solution has a contact discontinuity;

and the existence of a shock wave using the Schauder Fixed Point Theorem. In §6,

we give a brief discussion of the other cases.

We are very grateful to Professors P. D. Lax and Gu Chao-Hao for helpful

discussions.

2. The characteristic and jump relations. In the following, we always discuss

system (1.1) under the Lagrange coordinate system. Set

x = ['   p(£, t) di,

where a(t) is the space coordinate of the material point starting form (0, 0); then

(1.1) can be written in the equivalent form

dv/dt - du/dx = 0,

_3
dt \7e-i 2

de/dt =f(v,p, c),

+ cqx + (1 - c)q2

du/dt + 3/?/3x = 0,

)+ h** = °'
where v = vxv2/(vx + v^), c = v/vx,f = gv, and

t/(Yc-l)-c/(yi-l) + (l-c)/(Y2-l).

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.1) is a first order, quasilinear, hyperbolic system satisfied by the unknowns u, p,

c, v. Let

s = R(yc - îr'loga-V? = s(v,p, c), (2.3)

which is called total entropy. (2.1) can be written as

_3_
3/

0 10    0

-(»,)"' ooo
0 0    0    0
0 0     0     0

3x (2.4)

where vp = (dv/dp)sc, which is expressed as the partial derivative looking upon v

as the function of p, s, c in (2.3), and

(y, - y2)(yc - O
h =

Let

(Yi - 1)(y2 - O
(_ ± + ^,og(«V) + -R-^\f-R(qi - q2)f/pv.
V tc tc •c l  I

w = A(w) =
o
o

1 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0

Then (2.4) can be written as

3w/3/ + ^(iv)(3h-/3x) = F(w).

Fiw) =

(2.5)
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Let \(w), l¡(w) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) be the eigenvalues and left eigenvectors of the

matrix A(w); then left multiply (2.5) by l¡(w) to obtain

l(w)(dw/dt,) = ¿>,(w)        (/ = 1, 2, 3, 4), (2.6)

where

We have

A, ■i/v^tT, A2 = A3 = 0, X4=l/V^v~p

/", = (i, -V^VP , o, o),   ¡2 = (o, o, i, o),

f3 = (o,o,o, 1), /4 = (i, V^,o,o).

Hence (2.6) is

du/dtx + lX2(p, c, s)(dp/dtx) = 0,        dc/dt = /,

ds/dt = h,       du/dt4 + l42(p, c, s)(dp/dt4) = 0,

where

lx2(p, c, s) = -l42(p, c, s) = -V- vp .

We define

r, = u - f   V- vp  dp,        r2 = c,        r3 - i,
•^ 1

(2.7)

(2.8)

4 =   " +   f     V-  Vp    Op.

(2.9)

Then (2.7) can be written as

da Ç'

dtx       J,

0

0

3V - v,

_3_
3f

Í
3V - «

9s *
dtx

0

0
./;

/> 3V - v„

3c *
-      -Í
dt4 J\

_3_
3/

p   3\^~^

0

0

0

d

ds P dt4       dt4

(2.10)

Let

fp 3V - v„ rp dV~^

3c

/2(r) = (0, 1, 0, 0),

'     l3ir) = (0, 0, 1, 0),

ds
dp,0\,

I.,(')-    l.-f
3c +•-/

/> 3V -u,
*, 1  ■   (2.11)
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Then (2.7) can be written in the equivalent form

IMidr/dt,) = bt(r)       (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), (2.12)

where bi denotes the right-side functions as before, but it should be noted that the

independent variable is r. The difference between (2.12) and (2.7) is that the fourth

components of the left eigenvectors /, (/ = 1, 2, 3) vanish in (2.12).

We have derived the different forms of reacting gas flow equations which are

equivalent to each other; we will use them when convenient.

Now we discuss jump relations; from (2.1) it is easy to obtain

(u - «,)/ (p - Pr) =y¡2vr/[iyc, + \)p + (yc>r - \)Pr] , (2.13)

c = cr, (2.14)

v/»r = [(Y,,, - \)p + (Ye + lk]/[(Yc + !)/> + iyc,r - O/»,]-     (2.15)

where the subscript r denotes the right limit (for x) of the solution at a discontinu-

ous point, the quantity without subscript denotes the left limit, yc is a function of C

from (2.2). Assume that there is a discontinuous curve x = x(t) which is first-order

continuously differentiable and p > pr everywhere, namely, it is a forward shock

wave. From (2.1) it is easy to obtain

dx/dt =V[(Ye,,+ l)/» + (Yc.r-l)/>r]/2t>r ■ (2.16)

By simple calculation we have

Lemma   1.  // yx, y2 < §,  ur,pr,vr,ycr  in  (2.13)  are continuously  differentiable

functions oft, and functions u = u(t),p = p(t) satisfy (2.13). Then

^ + lx2(p, c, s)^ = ß^ + l42(p, c, s)^ + G(p, t),

where 0 < ß < 1, and G is a first-order continuously differentiable function of p and

t.

3. Riemann problem. We discuss the following problem in this section.

dv/dt - 3u/3x = 0,        3c/3i = 0,        du/dt + dp/dx = 0,

3 /    Pv u2 ,,        ,    \       3 ,    ,     n (3.1)
+ — + cqt + (1 - c)q2\ + -^zipu) = 0.

dt\ yc - 1       2        ^'      v "*f      3x

iv(x, 0), c(x, 0), m(x, 0),pix, 0)) = (3.2)
[ ivr, cr, ur, pr),     x>0,

where (3.1) is the homogeneous system corresponding to (2.1), v,, . . . ,pr are all

constants, p, > 0, pr > 0, 0 < c¡ < 1, 0 < cr < 1.

Theorem 1. //

IK (c\vy2»y2<ul + -^Lvy2py2, (3.3)
' tr- I 1'        Ye, - I    '       ' Yc>,
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then the solution of problem (3.1)—(3.2) exists at the region t > 0, -oo < x < -I- oo,

andp > 0, 0 < c < 1. Moreover, the structure of the solution is:

(a) at the t-axis, functions u and p are continuous, but c and v are discontinuous in

general-a double characteristic contact discontinuity ;

(b) forward wave;

(c) backward wave;

(d) constants at the rest of the region;

where the forward and backward waves may be shock or rarefaction waves. The

rarefaction wave is continuous at each point except the origin; the forward shock wave

satisfies conditions (2.13)—(2.16) and the entropy condition u > ur, the backward shock

wave satisfies some similar conditions.

Proof. We draw curves on the (u, p) plane

Lx: u — u,=

- ÍP - Pi)

2Vy^

Yc,/ - 1

iP   - Pr)

2v,

(Yc./ + !)/> + (Yc./ - Oft

1/2

P   >Ph

L2: u - ur = \

v],2p)/2^(/A-"'>/2^-' - p\^'-^i2^'),      p <Pl,

2vr
P   >Pr>

\ 1/2

(Yc, + !)/> + (Yc, - 1>,)     '

—^c;/V/2M/>(y"'-,)/2y"' - p<f>«-Wy„)t      p <Pr.
Yc.r

It is not difficult to obtain by inspection that

Lx:du/dp < 0,    d2u/dp2>0,       L2:du/dp>0,    d2u/dp2<0.

Hence, there must be a unique intersection point (¿7, p).

If p > pr, the forward wave is a shock wave; We can determine c and tj by

(2.14)—(2.15). If/7 <pr, the forward wave is a rarefaction wave; we can determine c

and v by

pv*1'-' = prv/" c = cr.

Similarly, we can determine c and v in case p > pt or p <p¡. We obtain four

constant regions which are connected by waves as follows:

iv„ c„ u„ p,)

(v,c, U,p)

iv, c, U,p)

ivr,cr, ur,pr)

backward wave,

contact discontinuity,

forward wave.

We can get/? > 0 from (3.3); as for c,c E [0, 1], it is obvious.    Q.E.D.
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4. Rarefaction wave. From (2.12), (3.1) can be written as

/,(r)i>M)-0,       (, = 1,2,3,4). (4.1)

Taking the forward wave as an example, we notice that the boundary value

conditions satisfied by a rarefaction wave are the following:

r\x-axt =   rV Kir)\x-alt =  «1>

lim      X4ir) = 9,     9E\a0,ax], (4>2)
x = fft, ,—»0 L

where rx, a0, ax are constants. There are similar boundary value conditions for

backward rarefaction waves.

Now we define the (forward) rarefaction wave of (2.12). Let the vector function

r(x, t) satisfy (2.12) and the following:

L: x = x(t), dx/dt = X4(r), (dx/dt)\,_0 = ax,

r\L = 4>(t), l4(r)(dr/dt)\L = b4(r)\L, (4.3)

lim      X4(r) = 9,     9 E[a0, ax],
x = 9t,l->0 L J

where L is a curve in the (x, /) plane; then r(x, t) is called a forward rarefaction

wave. We prove the local existence of (2.12), (4.3) provided the solution of (4.1),

(4.2) exists. In order to distinguish them, the solution of (4.1), (4.2) is denoted by

r(0), which is a self-similar solution from §3, namely, r(0)(ax, at) = r(0)(x, t), where

a is a positive constant.

r(0) is a constant vector on the line x = 9t, hence r(0) can be looked upon as a

function of 9; replacing 9 we introduce a new independent variable,

ß = ß(9) = r4°\9). (4.4)

It is obvious that

Lemma 2. There is a one-to-one correspondence between ß and 9.

We introduce the function x = x(9, t) which satisfies the following initial value

problem of ordinary differential equations:

3x/3/ - A4(r(x, t)), x|,_0 = 0,

(3x/3/)|, = 0 = 0,    9 E[a0,ax].

From (4.3) we know that the origin is a singular point of this equation, so we use

two initial values, and it is not difficult to prove that the solution of (4.5) exists, and

is unique, provided r(x, t) exists and satisfies the Lipschitz condition on each

closed region excluding the origin.

Let

ß0 = ß(90),       ßx = ßi9x),       X( ß, t) = x(9( ß), t),

R(ß,t) = r(X(ß,t),t).
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From (2.12) and (4.3), the equations and boundary values can be written as

hir^dr/dt,) = b,ir),       (, - 1, 2, 3),

l4ir)idR/dt) = b4ir),

R(ßx, t) = <t>(t),  UititWit) = bMt)),

R4iß,0) = ß,       ßE[ß0,ßx]. (4.6)

We are going to prove the local existence of the solutions of problem (4.5), (4.6);

from §2, ¡¿r), X¡(r) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are sufficiently smooth and (2.12) is hyperbolic,

namely, the determinant

D = det
hir)

hir)

hi')

is nonsingular. Now we suppose functions b¡(r) (,' = 1, 2, 3, 4), <pit) satisfy the

Lipschitz condition of their domains of definition, respectively.

Take the monotone sequence {rn} (n = 1, 2, . . . ) such that t„ —»0 (n —» oo),

take the sequences {bfn)(r, t)} (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, n = 1, 2, . . . ) and {cf>(n)(0} (« =

1, 2, ... ) such that they converge uniformly to b¡(r) and <£(,) as n —» oo; they are

first-order continuously differentiable and 3è/n)/3r,, d<b^n)/dt are bounded uni-

formly; b¡"\r, t) = 0, <¡>in\t) = <i>(0) for / < t„; besides

l4i^"\t))id^"\t)/dt) = bPWXt), t). (4.7)

It is easy to show that the following lemma holds.

Lemma 3. The sequences {bfn)(r, t)} an {<i>(n)(f)} exist.

Substituting b¡"\r, t) and <i>(n)(0 for 2>,(r) and </>(/) in (4.6), we get a new problem

compared with problem (4.5), (4.6) which is called (4.5)„, (4.6)„. The solutions of

(4.5)„ and (4.6)„ are denoted by x(n\9, t), rin\x, t), R{n\ß, t) and so on.

Lemma 4. There exists r'n > t„, such that problem (4.5)„, (4.6)„ has smooth solutions

as t E [0, t'„).

Proof. We take r(n\x, t) = r(0)(x, t), x(n)(0, /) = 9t for t < t„, where rx = <f>(0); it

is obvious that they satisfy (4.5)„, (4.6)„. For / > t„, we take r(0)(x, t„) as the initial

value; from [9] the smooth solutions exist on a suitable region.    Q.E.D.

In the following we let A" be a constant depending only on the upper and lower

bounds of functions /,(/"), \(r), bf"\r, t), <p(n)(i)> and the upper and lower bounds of

derivatives 3/,(r)/3r,, 3\(r)/3r,, db¡n)/drj, d^n)/ dt, and constants a0, ax. K could be

taken as different values at various times, but the relation of dependence is known.

However, we usually consider K as the maximal value under many conditions.
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Lemma 5. There exist constants t0 > 0, MQ, Mx, M2, m2 > 0, depending only on K,

such that for t E (0, t0], the smooth solutions of problem (4.5)„, (4.6)„ exist and satisfy

the following estimation:

|/•<">! < M0, (4.8)

|3r,(">/3x|, |3r,<">/3r| < A/„        (i = 1, 2, 3), (4.9)

|3Ä(n)/3'l < Mx, (4.10)

m2 <
3/?¿">

3/?
< Af2,    t

dr4n)

3x
< M2,    t

dr4n)

3r
<M, (4.11)

£>("> = det >->0 (4.12)

Proof. The constants t0, Af0, A/„ M2, w2 will be given gradually. The inequality

/,(/■<»>)'

«•**)

/3(r<">)

holds as (4.8) holds. We know /.(n) = r(0) for each solution /-(n) when r < t„, hence

r/n) = const. (,= 1,2,3) and R^n\ß,t)=ß, therefore inequalities (4.8)-(4.11)

always hold for t < rn provided we take suitable M0, M2. By the smoothness of the

solutions, a constant r'n > rn exists such that these inequalities hold as t E (0, t'„]

for each solution. For now we will only consider the case t E (0, t'n].

For i = 1, 2, 3,  let £(tj, x, /)  satisfy  the  following  initial value problem of

ordinary differential equations:

3Í/37, = \(r<">(& t,)),       «I,., = x. (4.13)

The function £ = |(t/, x, /) denotes a characteristic curve passing through the point

(x, t); suppose it intersects the curve Xißx, /) at t — r, namely

|(t,x, t) = X(ßx,r). (4.14)

We integrate the ,'th equation of (4.6)„ along the characteristic curve and obtain

/,(^y",i(í,í) = '^("V,n)i,{(„,,),)

/:
WWH&I, x, t), V), V) +-^¡Arin)itU x, t), v)Vn)iîiv, x, t), r,) dn

We have

(« = I, 2, 3).

(4.15)

IW^V'Wfl^*, \b^\<K,

u
3t¡

3/,. / 3rjn> 9|      3rj">ifdr, \   3x   3tj 3/
)<k(mx + ^).

i/(0 =   max    |r,<">(x, f)|.
/ ™ 1, 2, 3
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Then from (4.15),

\l.(rW)r(»>\<K+ ['   K+ k(mx +—-W(f)j dt,       (,= 1,2,3).

Here we indicate that we have used a property of l¡, namely, the fourth components

vanish, hence r4n) does not appear within the integral. Regarding (4.12), we get

jn)\< K + f K 1 + (mx +—W(/) dt,       (i = 1, 2, 3).

Taking the maximum with respect to ,' and x, we get

U(t) < K + f ¿fl 4- \mx + ̂ f)uit)\ dt,

where t denotes the infimum of t corresponding to each x. Therefore,

\r\"\x, t)\ < K(KM2 - \y*eKM>'(t/T)

+ KeKM^'-T\t/r)
KM7

(i = L 2, 3). (4.16)

From (4.13),

Hence

3îj V 3x /       3r,. 3x 3x '
il
3x

= 1.
i-<

9£ Í /-13A, drjH)      ) ( ft  J M2\

namely

0 < 3£/3x < ^"'«'-"'(f/ii)
XA/,

(4.17)

We know that t is the function of x, r in (4.14). Now we look on t as a constant in

(4.15), namely (£(t, x, r), T) need not be a boundary point. Differentiate (4.15) with

respect to x, and it is easy to prove that

(£(T, X, /), T)

/:

3¿>í" >(r(">, tj)      3/, VO 3r<n)      dl^) 9/">

3x 3t) 3x

where

3r(n) I _ 3r(n)(x, t)

dx    Wr-x-O.r)- 3x

3x

3|(t, x, i)

3tj
dt),

(4.18)

x-£(t,x, <)

db<¡n\rin\ rj)/3x =
db\"\r, t,) 3rj">(x, /) 9¿(T, x, z)

3r. 3x 3x

3x

r-r<">'t(r,,x, ,). l)

x = £(i), x,/)
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The other terms in the integration must be understood similarly; we rewrite (4.18)

in detail as

l.(r^)(dr^/dx)\, = /,.(/"("))(3r<">/3x)(3£/3x)|T

3A,"> 3r)n) 3|

•/: 3r,     3x   3x

,   9( / K> 31   ,   Ky \ ^(n) K
drj \  3x   9tj        3f   J   3x   3x

3/, drjn) 3| / 3r<"> 9£      3r<">
+

3/
dr»,     (4.19)

3r,   3x   3x \   3x   3tj

where the/s repeating in one term means taking the sum (_/' = 1, 2, 3, 4). We note

that the fourth components of /, vanish, so 3r(n)/3x actually has only its first three

components. We know from (4.6)„ that as (4.14) holds, namely, when the point is

located at the boundary, then

M^-^'-j^it),      0=L2,3).
3/ 3x

Combining this with the differential equations

ÜL_ + Xj(r^)^ = ¿>j"V>, t),       if = 1, 2, 3),

we can solve for the values of drjn)/dt and drjn)/dx at the boundary and obtain

prf/dx)ß_ß\ < K,       (j = 1, 2, 3). (4.20)

We also use the fact that the fourth components of /, vanish for the terms under

integration and note (4.17); then we obtain

\l.(r(»-)(dr^/dx)\ < KeKM¿'-TXt/T)KM>

<"~iïf>.+t+(***)
•   max
7=1.2,3

3rj">

3x

3rj">

dt
dr,. (4.2\)

From (4.6)„ we have

(9/") 9r(n) \

^7- + A,('"(',))^r) = ^)(^,i).
Left multiplying it by the inverse matrix, we obtain

/ I 3r,<n) \
< K 1 +   max    -T"   »        (,= 1,2,3),

\       y-i,2,31   3x   /

/ t \l

3rSn)

dt (4.22)

drSn)

dx

3r!">

3/

, XAÍ,

+   1

(,«*->(i)'

/ / \Jl/,ï*exp{*M1(/-T)}(r/T)J"'2

^'('-T>|-|     I ,       (/=1,2,3).I
(4.23)
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Now we estimate r4n); from (4.6)„,

l4iR(n\ß, t))Rin)iß, t) = UiR^iß, 0))R<"\ß, 0)

■/' \bi"\R^(ß, r,), v) + ^/4(/?(n)(/3, t,))RiH\ß, v) drj;

(4.24)

from (4.10),

|/4(Ä(">)Ä(n)| < K + K(l + M0Mx)t.

Combining this with (4.16), we obtain

1
r(n)| < K + K

KM, - 1 11)
KM,-\

+ 1 + M0MX

+ KeKM¿'-T\t/T)KM\ (4.25)

From (4.23), |3Ä(.(n)(/8, t)/dt\ (,' = 1, 2, 3) can be estimated and the bound is the

same as (4.23). We notice (4.6)„,

l4(R^)(dR(n)/dt) = b4n\R(n\ t),

hence for ,' = 1, 2, 3, 4, we can get

dR¡n}( ß,t)i r

dt
< K + KeXM,(

""(t)
+ 1

{—mM.} KtxpiKM^I-T)}',/^™!

(4.26)

Differentiating (4.5)„ with respect to ß, we obtain

3 / dX(n) \      4,    dX4 3rj"> QXM      dX4 dR¡n) dX(n)d_ldX^\=   '     SK±_
3'I    9/3   /      /_,    drj    dx      dß 3r4    3/3   ' dß   I'-o

= 0;

hence,

3Jr<">       r> dX4 dRf-       í      r   3    9x4 gr(«)

I   eXpl     {    ?,
-Í

30    3x
dt)'    dr\

•exp
jt'í

in)3A4 3rj

'o  7=i    3r,.    3x
é/tj (4.27)

From the expressions of systems in §2 we find

|3A4/3r4| > \/K > 0.

From (4.9), (4.11) and (4.27),

K-Xm2te-KM>' < \dX(n)/dß\ < KM2teKM''. (4.28)

Differentiating (4.24) with respect to ß, noting (2.11) and dRf"\ß, 0)/dß = 0

0=1, 2, 3), R^n)(ß, 0) = ß, we obtain

l4(R(">(ß,t))[dR<"\ß,t)/dß]

= 1 +
3¿>4"> 3^n)      3/4 dRJn) 3/?<")      3/4 3/?)"> 3/?(")

BRj     dß   + dRj    3tj      dß        dRj    dß      3t,
¿r,.
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Fory = 1, 2, 3,

dRJn)      3rjn) ayC)

dß 3x     dß   '

from (4.9) and (4.28),

\dR}n)/dß\ < KMxM2teKM>',       (j = 1, 2, 3).

From (4.10) and (4.11), the function under integration satisfies

3Z>4"> dRJn)       3/4  dRJn) 3/?(")       3/4 dRJn) 3*00

(4.29)

dRj     dß        dRj    3î)       3/3        dRj    dß       dr,

< K(\ + M,)(A/2 + KMxM2t)eKM^).

Hence,

\l4(R(n\ß, t))[dR<n)iß, 0/3/3] - 1| < K(l + Mx)iM2 + KMxM2teKM>')t.

We use (4.29) again and obtain

\dRi"\ß, t)/dß - 1| < K(\ + A/,)(M2 + KMxM2teKM>')t. (4.30)

Because

3r4">(x,0      dRi"\ß,t)/dß

dx SA^/S/?      '

we obtain from (4.28) and (4.30),

3r4">

3x

a:
<-[l + K(l + Mx)iM2 + KMxM2teKM'')t}. (4.31)

From (4.6)„,

3r4">

3f
'CMSrj«)

9x

3rj">

3/
+

3r4n)

3x
+ 1

From (4.23) and (4.31),

/|3ii">/3/| < Kt[KeKM¿'-T\t/T)KMl + 1]

+ (ÄT/m^"''^ + K(\ + A/,)(M2 + KMxM2teKM'')t} + Kt.

(4.32)

We know from the expressions in §2, that A4(r) > 1/K > 0 on a bounded region;

hence

0 < í/t < max A4(r)/min A4(r) < K.

We compare (4.25), (4.23), (4.26), (4.30)-(4.32) and (4.8)-(4.11) and determine

the constants M0, Mx, M2, m2, t0 gradually as follows,

(a) Take m2, 0 < m2 < 1 ; for instance, take m2 = \.

(h) Take M2 = max{3/2, 3K/m2 + K}.

(c) Take Mx = K + [2KKKM> + \){2Km*}2kkK"\

(d) Take M0 = K + 1 + 2KKKM>.
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(e) Take t0 such that

K

,KM,r,

KM?
kkm2\ + , + momx

°<2,

< 1,

K(\ + MX)(M2 + 2KMxM2t0)t0 < 1/2,

r0[2KKKM* + 1]{2Km*}2KkK"2+t0 < 1.

At the beginning of this lemma we have assumed that inequalities (4.8)—(4.11)

hold on a domain {(x, t)\t E [0, r'n], X("Xßo, t) < x < X(nXßx, t)}. Suppose r'„ is

the supremum of such values; then at least one equality holds among these

inequalities on this closed domain, because if all of the equalities did not hold, we

could solve it on a larger domain by means of the local solvability, and r'n would

not be the supremum.

We prove r'n > t0; if not, r'n < t0; from the way of choosing M0, A/„ M2, m2, t0,

the upper and lower bounds in (4.8)—(4.11) could not be achieved on the domain

{(x, t)\t E [0, t'„], XinXß0, t) < x < X(nXßx, t)}, a contradiction.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 2. // problem (4.5), (4.6) satisfies the above conditions and the function

fiv, p, c) in (2.1) satisfies

f(v,p,c) > 0    fore < 0,

f(v,p,c) < 0    fore > 1,

then there exists a constant t0 > 0, such that functions x(9, t), r(x, t) exist: t E

[0, t0], 90 < 9 < 9X, X(ß0, t) < x < X(ßx, t), the functions satisfy the Lipschitz con-

dition and satisfy (4.5)-(4.6) almost everywhere for t E [t, t0], t0 > 0. Moreover,

(4.33)

\r\ < M0,

dR,

dß

dr.

3x

<M2,

dt < Mx (i = 1, 2, 3),
dRjß,t)

dt
<MX,

drä

dx
< Af,

drd

dt
< M2,

p > S > 0, (4.34)

0 < c < 1, (4.35)

where constants t0, M0, Mx, M2, m2, 8 depend only on the upper and lower bounds of

lt(r), \(r), b^r), <b(t), 3/,(r)/3ry, d\(r)/drp 36,.(r)/3ry, d<j>/dt and constants a0, ax; all

the derivatives are generalized.

Proof. From Lemma 5, we take t E (0, t0). There are subsequences of

{xM(9, t)} and {r("Xx, t)}, which converge uniformly, the derivatives of which

weakly converge in L2 for t E [t, t0]; the limiting functions are Lipschitz continu-

ous. By the diagonal subsequence technique, we get the subsequences which have

the above convergence así 6 [t, t0] and t > 0 is arbitrary. It is obvious that the

limiting functions are the solutions of this problem and satisfy the inequalities; as

for (4.35), it can be obtained by (2.1) and (4.33). The function p has a positive

lower bound at / = 0, inequality |3/?/3i| < Mx implies that (4.34) holds on t E

[0, t0] for a suitable t0, if t'0 < t0; we can take t'0 for t0.    Q.E.D.
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The above discussion is concerned with the forward wave; it is all the same for

backward waves.

5. One case of the discontinuous initial value problem. We are going to discuss the

problem (1.1), (1.5) given in the introduction. Suppose

(5.1) functions pxo(x'), p20(x'), u0(x'),p0(x') satisfy the Lipschitz condition on the

intervals (-oo, 0) and (0, + oo),

(5.2)Po(x') > 8 > 0,

(5.3) p10(x') > 0, p20(x') > 0, p10(x') + p2fi(x') > 8 > 0.

Let

lim       (plj0(x'), P2>0(X'), "o(*')»ft>(*'))   =  (Plr>  P2r>   «r> ft).
x'—*0 +

lim    (p1>0(x'), P2,oix'), u0ix'),p0ix')) = ipxi,p2„ u„p,). (5.4)
x —>0 —

Definition 1. If (5.4) holds, then (1.6)—(1.7) is called the corresponding problem

of(l.l)-(1.5).

We have proved the existence of the solutions of problem (1.6)—(1.7). Now we

discuss the solutions of problem (1.1)—(1.5), the structure of which near the origin

is:

(a) There is a double characteristic contact discontinuous

at the /-axis, namely, u and p are continuous, but px and p2

are discontinuous in general.

(b) There is a forward wave starting from the origin in the

first quadrant which is either a shock wave or a rarefaction ,„ ,,.

wave.

(c) There is also a backward shock wave or a backward

rarefaction wave in the second quadrant.

(d) At the four regions divided by these three waves the

solutions satisfy the Lipschitz condition.

Definition 2. If problem (1.6)—(1.7) is the corresponding problem of (1.1)-(1.5),

the solutions defined by (5.5) and Theorem 1 exist, and if the following conditions

are satisfied, then it is said that the solutions have the identical structure near the

origin.

(a) Each shock wave corresponds to a shock wave, each rarefaction wave

corresponds to a rarefaction wave.

(b) The slopes of the shock waves at the origin are equal.

(c) For rarefaction waves the correspondence of (4.1), (4.2) and (2.12), (4.3)

holds.

(d) Within the regions which the solutions are Lipschitz continuous the limits of

the solutions are equal as x —» 0, t -* 0.

Problem (1.6)—(1.7) is equivalent to problem (3.1)—(3.2). We use the symbols of

Theorem 1 in the following, say, U, p, and so on. We are aiming at proving the

following theorem in this section.
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Theorem 3. If p, > p > pr, then the solutions of problem (1.1), (1.5) exist on

t E [0, t0], -oo < x < + oo, and have the identical structure near the origin to that

of problem (1.6), (1.7), where t0 > 0 depends only on the upper and lower bounds of

the initial data (1.5) and their Lipschitz coefficients.

We divide the proof of this theorem into two parts.

Part 1. First: From [9], we obtain the Lipschitz continuous solutions on domains

{(x, 01* e [0, t0], -oo < x < x0(0} and {(x, 01' G [0, t0], x,(0 < x < + oo},

where x0(0, x,(0 are characteristic curves

dx/dt = Xx(r(x, t)), -o = 0, (5.6)

and

dx/dt = A4(r(x, 0),       *|,-o = 0. (5.7)

From Theorem 1, there is a backward rarefaction wave and a forward shock for

problem (3.1), (3.2). From Theorem 2, we have the existence of the backward

rarefaction wave of problem (1.1), (1.5) which exists on the domain t E (0, t0],

x0(0 < x < x,(0> where x/0 is another characteristic curve satisfying (5.6), and we

know from Theorem 2 that

lim p(x,(t), t) = p,
t->0

lim w(x,(0> 0 = M»
,-»o

lim vix¡(t), t) = v,     lim c(x,(0> 0 = &
,-*o

The remaining problem is to prove the existence of the shock wave x = xr(0

which satisfies xr(t) > xx(t), xr(0) = 0, and there exist Lipschitz continuous solu-

tions on {(x, 0k e [°> To]> x,(t) < x < 0} and {(x, Ok G [°> Tol> 0 < x < xr(0}

which are continuous at x = x,(0 and satisfy (2.13)—(2.16) at x = xr(0- Because

xr(0 is unknown, this is a free boundary problem. Now we extricate ourselves from

this problem temporarily and consider a fixed boundary problem.

We discuss system (2.7) and the following conditions.

*"(■*/(')> 0 =
["1

= <*>,('),
*A>)

(5.8)

2v,it) 1/2,

- (5-9)
c — xliY    K        '

U  -   UM I

P - Prit) \*-M« { iycr(t) + \)p + (Yf,r(0 - Oft(') j       ]X-XM'

= crit), (5.10)

»/»,(')

lx-xr(r)

i        _ (Yc,r(0 - Op + (yc,(0 + Oft(') i

1 x=xM   (yc.,(0 + 0/> + (y„W - Oft(') ' x'xM'

¡AhiOMt) = 6,(*,(0).  x¡it) = x,(^(0),

(5.11)

*/(0) -

u

p

c

siv,p, c)

(5.12)

(5.13)
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ti(0 + ,t) = u(0- , t),      p(0 + , t) = p(0 - , t), (5.14)

,m       i(Yc,(0)+Qp + (Yc,r(0)-0ft(0)V/2
*'(0)=(-2^-)    ' (5-15)

where x,(0> xr(0 6.C1, xr'(0 < A4 - e, e > 0, X4 = A4(,p, c, s(v,p, c)), and vr(t),

ur(t), pr(t), yc,r(t), cr(t) are Lipschitz continuous functions equal to the value of the

solutions at the curve x = xf(0-

Let the functions u, p, c, s be solutions of (2.7), (5.8)—(5.15); we derive some

integral relations at first.

Let Í = £(tj, x, t) be a characteristic curve passing through the point (x, 0»

satisfying

¿{/á)-\(4,)),    Él,-,-*. (5.16)

Let (£, t) be the intersection point of £ = |(n, x, 0 ^vith boundary curves £ =

*/(*!)> í = xr(i)) or contact discontinuous at £ = 0 and r < t. We integrate every

equation in (2.7) along the corresponding characteristic curves, respectively, and

obtain

u + lX2(p, c, s)p\'T = f'p-£j- dr), (5.17)
3rj

c\'r = f'fdr,, (5.18)

S\'T=      hdr), (5.19)

« + /«(/», c, s)p\'T = /'/^ dr». (5.20)

We solve (2.7), (5.8)—(5.15) by iteration. First take smooth functions v,"Xt),

ur(n)(0> • ■ •    which   converge   uniformly   to   functions  vr(t),  ur(t), . . .    and  are

bounded uniformly in the space C ', and ^"'(O) = vr(0), u?X0) = ur(0),_We

introduce w(0)(x, 0 as the 0th approximation which is taken as

(v, c, u,p)     for x > 0,

(v, c, u,p)     for x < 0.

If vv("_1)(x, 0 is known, we determine w(n)(x, t). First of all, we determine the

functions w(n) + l42p(n) and i/"' + l^p^ at contact discontinuities, where the

symbols " + " and " — " denote the right and left limit, respectively, if the indepen-

dent variables are written; those are

të  = hliP("-l)i0, t), C("-'> (0 + , t), 5<"-'>(0 + , t)),

In = luip'-'XO, 0,ce-)(0 - , O^'-^O - , 0).
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For simplification we do not write the independent variables later. It is obvious

that

'42 '12 '42 '12

„00 + hlp<*) = íñzJs.^ + ,+,«.>) + i¿ZÍ¿(„<») + /¿,(«>).     (5.21)
M2 '42 '12 '42

u(n) + l42p(n) and w(n) + l¿p(n) are given, referring to (5.17) and (5.20), as

«<"> + /42/>(n) = «("-1) + /|rV"-"|T + ( V"-1)^— dn,
JT dn

M<"> + /,+/,<"> = rf—»> + /frV""1! + f V""1^-<*?,       (5-22)
•V on

where the two t's are not, in general, equal and the integrations are taken along

different characteristic curves; we do not distinguish them because it cannot cause

any misunderstanding. Besides,

i{4rl) = h2Íp(n~l\cí"-i\/'-^).

We consider the system

id/dtjUiw**-»)*™] = k,(witt-l)) + [4(h'(,,~1))M]»'(''~,),       i = L 2, 3, 4,

(5.23)

and solve it in the first quadrant and the second quadrant, respectively, under

conditions (5.8)—(5.11) and the assumption that uin) + /42/>(n)|x_0, «(n) + ¿i2/>(n)|x-o

are known. System (5.23) is linear; the problem in the second quadrant is a

Goursat problem and the existence of the solutions is well known. The existence in

the first quadrant is also easy to prove; we only have to point out that if (x, /) lies

on the right boundary, similarly to (5.20), we have

«iH) + WVo = «W + 1¿P("%,» +/T>~1)^|p «*!•       (5-24)

Combining (5.24) with (5.9) we can determine M<n) and/j(n) uniquely. From (5.10)

and (5.11), c<n) and u(n) can be determined uniquely, and then 5(n).

From now on K denotes a constant which depends only on the upper and lower

bounds of the initial data (1.5) and their Lipschitz cofficients.

Lemma 6. Constants t0 > 0, M0, Mx, which depend only on constants K and e, exist

such that

\w(nXx, 0| < A/0,        |3w(n)/3x|, |3w(n)/3i| < Mx, (5.25)

for I E [0, t0], x,(0 < x < x,(0-

Proof. We use induction; if the above result holds for n — 1, we estimate M>(n).

Similarly, for the proof of Lemma 5, for each solution the above estimation holds
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(5.26)

on a certain neighborhood of the origin, hence

\w("Xx, t) - w(0)(0 + , 0)| < KMxt    for x > 0,

| w(nXx, t) - w(0)(0 -, 0)| < KMxt    for x < 0.

Now we estimate the first order derivatives. First of all, we estimate the values of

derivatives at the curve x = xr(t). Take one point (0, t) at the r-axis arbitrarily,

draw the characteristic curves of the first and fourth families passing through this

point; these curves intersect the boundary curves at (£,, t,), (£2, Tj), (£3, t3) (see

Figure 1).

Figure 1

Let the inverse function of £ = £(n, x, t) he n = t/(£, x, 0» which satisfies

a\/dl = lA(w<--«(|, n)),       nit-, = '• (5-27)

9t/(«) 3/,(»)
3i   l(0,T)

+

¥'<"'
(0,t)

\       ¿T2 dT2 ¿T2 /({„ rj

^2

-(,.-^)

(Í2, T2)

¿¿2

dt

(%v-)iw;Sy-') 3/£-'>      3/ir0 3p("_,)
3/ 3£ 3/ 3£

d&

where t2 is determined by

hence

¿2 = */(t2).       t2 = tj(|2, o, 0;

dr2      X4jdr)/dt)

dt        A. - x,'
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From (5.27),

3tj"37= exp
jx dv[x4)

di (5.28)

On the other hand,

¿4r'> dr2   di¡rn   3/ir0 di2 a/i5
-i)

dr2      dt dt dt dt      3£    '

therefore

du(n)        v.
3:    + '42    3/   l(o->- 1     dr2

du<»-»      l(n-„dpO-»

dr-,
«2.T2)A4

exp

■r
CMb)«*h

dt

3/><"-'> 3/ir°      34" - •> 3/><"- »
3/ 3£ dt 3£

¿£. (5.29)

Similarly,

3«(n)      ,+ 3/>(n)

3,   +/'2   dt >-^"^r       12 *a    JI«3.T3)_Ai + x;

+ r y--» 3/g-!)   Mr0 3p("_1)

3/ 3£ 3i 3£
</£. (5.30)

From (5.23),

"«■„<—> !të
?-i)

3£
</É."       + '42       P     I({„t,) —  M       + '42P      1(0, t) +   I      P

Differentiate this with respect to t, and obtain

"I   3r   + '42   3/   J3/ l(0'T) 3r,    KP P   ^

+ f•'n
3/7("-'> 3/jg-'>      dpi»-» 3/Jr"

3t,        3£ 3£        3t,
dt
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From (5.23) and (5.28),

du™  ,  a-**™
drx drx tt,.T,)

[   3t,   + *'   8É,   J + ^2      i   or,   + *'  3£,  /l*-*>

Ad J«„r,)

+ I 3/><"-'> 3/ir0      3/>("-'> 3/g-1)
5t, 3£ 3£

+

3r,
¿É

345-1)

3r,
.(,(«-!) _,<«>)

+
x' /2/i?-1) 3/fi-'>1) »'42

»Ci (5.31)
1     /«„t,)

From (5.26),

\pin-lXx, t) - />(">(x, o| < \p(n~xXx, 0 - />("_l)(o, 0)|

+ \p(nXx, t) - p(nX0, 0)| < KMxt.

From (5.25), expressions (5.29)—(5.31) can be written in the following concise form:

A43t/n)      , _ dpi*

dt + '42  dt i<aT>    x4-x;
7 exp

Jo     3t) \ A4 /
di

+ *„

3/ + '12   3r   l(0-

( du(n~i) dn("-»\■(V+*-"VL

ÖT3 /(Í3.T,)
rfr,

'"(n) 4. /(-i)*^ | x4-x;     f ril g / i \

idu^ +/+3^\
I   8/   + '42   3,   ](0,T) + *3'

where \RX\, \R2\, \R3\ < KM2rx
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We note that (5.21) still holds if we change 3i/n)/3i and dpln)/dt for m("> andp(n);

hence

i+ -1+'42 '12

/"   -   l +'42 '12 A4 — X,'

,("-!)

dr2 'A2 dr2

l~ - l +'42 '42

'42 '12

/A°-!)    ,    ,<n-»dP

\     dr2     +/- «

\       *3 dT3       /(i„r3)

+ R, (5.32)

where |/? | < KMxtx. We note that

a4-*;

x4 - *; X, — x'
< 1,

- 4(*;('))*;(')l(fc„).
(

//„("-1) Hnln~»

2 /«2,T2)

'42 '42

'42 '12

'42 '42

Therefore,

(du^_

\  drx
+  '42 ,

(»)

rfr,
•       /tt„T,)

'¿   +   ¿42
<   1. (5.33)

< eKM,T>
^_4. /(»-oiz:_

*,
12

<ZV,
3 /(ÍJ.T,)

+ a: + ArM2T,.

From Lemma 1,

(ár»-»/*,*«-^-')/*,)^^

= ßidul»-»/dT3 + lirX)idpl»-»/dT3)) + G(y-'>, t3);

hence

K*«/*, + «-%l(*w/*i))fc J
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(5.26) implies \l^~l) - l^~2)\ < KMxt; hence

\idul">/drl + l¡rl)idp^/drx)\(¡>T¡)\

< ße
KM¡t¡

\     *,     +l>2 dr3    j(i3,T3)
+ K + KMfrx.

For / G [0, t0] we define on the curve x = xr(0 that

g(n)(0 = dul^/dt + ¡irlXdpin)/dt).

Let U = max, „|g(n)(0|; then

U < ßeKM<T°U + K + KM2r0.

The bound of ß is less than 1 on a bounded region; we take t0 such that

ßeKM'' < 1 - 8, 8 > 0 for t E [0, t0]; then

U < <5 - '[K + KMX\]. (5.34)

From (5.34) and (5.9)-(5.11), we have

\id/dt)wl*Xx,(t), 0| < (A7S)(1 + M2r0). (5.35)

Applying (5.35) we can estimate dwin)/dx, 3w(n)/3i similar to the proof in

Lemma 5; then we use the estimation and (5.26) to obtain t0, Mq, Mx; therefore the

result of this lemma holds. The above technique is similar to that of Lemma 5, so

we omit it. We only point out that in order to assure that the characteristic curves of

the fourth family intersect the curve x = xr(0 at one point (£,, t,), we demand that

x'r < X4(w(n)(x, 0) - e/2 always holds; but

|X4(>v<">(x, 0) - X4| < KMxt,

so we take the constant t0 such that KMxtq < e/2.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 7. There exist constants t0 > 0, M0, Mx which depend only on K and e such

that for t E [0, t0], x,(0 < x < xr(t), the solution of problem (2.7), (5.8)—(5.15) exists,

is Lipschitz continuous, and satisfies

\w(x, 0| < M0,        |3w/3x|, |3>v/3i| < A/,. (5.36)

Proof. We prove the uniform convergence of the sequence {»v(n)(x, 0}- Let

max{\u(n) - u("-x\ \pln) - pl"-% |c(n) - c*"-^, \s(n) - i("-'>|} = e(n\

We draw a characteristic curve | = £(t/) passing through the point (£,, t,) on

x = xr(0 (see Figure 1) which satisfies

^ = X4(/><"-'>(£, n), cC-»(£, n), S<"-,)(£, n)),

£It)=t, = £i-

The intersection point of £ = £(n) and the /-axis is (0, t). Passing (£,, t,) we draw

another characteristic curve £ = £(tj) which satisfies a similar equation, except

exchanging the superscript n — 2 for n — 1. The intersection point of £ = £(tj) and
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the /-axis is denoted by (0, t). From (5.23),

= Ul") + l42ip"-]X0, r), c<"-')(0 + , t), í(»-«)(o +, T)y>|(0,T)

+ j\("-xXiiT)), v)~h2ÍPín-l\íiv), v), ■ •. ) «ft»,

u<-'> + 4"-V"-|)l«„fl)

= «"-'» + /42(/>(""2)(0, t), c<""2>(0 + , t), sl"~2X0 + , t))/J<"-,>|(o,t-)

+ J\in-2)ilir,), r,)~h2(p{"-2)iliv\ l),...)dn.

Let

/42 = h2ÍP("-l\0, r), c<»-'>(0 + , t), ¿»"»(0 + , r)),

hí = /42(/'(',"2)(0, t), cC-2>(0 + , t), i<"-2>(0 + , t))

and subtract the above expressions; we have

(«<•> + (g-«y->) - («(-») + <S.-V"-,))k^)

ri

P^-'^i»), v)-^h2ÍP(n-l)i¿iv), v),..-)

-p(n-2)Hiv), V)^h2{pln-2)iliv), r,), . . . )

+ fP(n~2)iliv), v)-^h2{p(n-2)Hiv), rj), • - • ) dt). (5.38)

From (5.37),

4£ - l)/dn = (3X4/3/?)(/J<n-1)(£, n) - ^-2>(É, u))

+ (3X4/3c)(cC-1)(£,7))-c("-2>(£,t,))

+ (3X4/35)(^-1>(£,n)-í('-2>(£,í))),

£ - £|,=T, = 0,

where

/"-'>(£, n) - ^-^l, n) = [/"-'>(£, i,) - p^Xt n)] + (3ft/3£)(£ - I);

there are similar expressions for functions c and j; hence

|£-£|<A:e<"-'>r0.

It is obvious that

|t- f|<Aé<"-'>To. (5.39)

Hence

^"-'>(£(n), n) - ^-2>(É(ií), t,)| < e("-'> + ^«-'V (5.40)
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We apply the estimation in Lemma 6 and (5.38)-(5.40) and obtain

= («<»> + i+pW) - («("-■) + /><—%, T) + e„

where \QX\ < ATe^"'^ Similarly,

(«00 + /¿„00) - („(«-') + /42-/,<"->)|(0,T)

= («(-" + #-• y-») - («<»-*> + /ir V-2))l(i,T2) + 02,

= («<-») + /,<r v-0) - («<-* + nrv-^kr,) + e*
where (?2> Ô3 have the same estimate as Qx. From (5.21) we have

(M(-) _ „(-.)) + &»- ■>(,<«> _^(-D)|(tiiTi)

= 7^tÍ[(«("_,) - "(""2)) + ^"-,)(JP(-,)->(-2,)](foTl)'42 '12

+ 7^# [("("~,) - »(""2)) + «_W - J^_a6Ícfc T3) + Ô>
'42      '12

where |ß| < Äe("-'V0. From (2.13),

(«M - ii<"-'>)(/><"> -/7(n_1)) > 0;

from (2.8),

l(»(n) -«"-'>) + /{*-'>(/">-y-»)!

[(„(»)   _    y(»-l))    +    /i?"'>(/>(">   -   />("-,))|

We note that k<"> = «<""•>,!><"> = pf-» at (£2, t2) and |(/¿ - l4\)/(l42 - lx\)\ < 1;

hence

!(„(»> _„(-») + nrlXp{n) -/'-1))|tt„T,)

< ^|(«<"-» - w<-2>) + /ir2)(/"-» -/,(-2))|(i3;Tj)

+/8|/ir'> - /,r2)| V_,) -p(n~2}\+ Q.

Using the boundary conditions (5.9)—(5.11), we can prove that the sequence

{w(n)(x, 0} converges uniformly for t0 small enough. We rewrite (5.23) as

dwln) dl(w(n~X))
i,Wn))^r- = b,iwl-») + =^-,-^(w("-»> - w<">).
' dt, ,v ' dt,       v '

The term on the right uniformly converges to b¡iu); then we obtain the existence of

the solution in a similar way to Theorem 2.    Q.E.D.

Part 2. Let the slope of the forward shock wave of (3.1), (3.2) be X. Then X < X4.

Let e = (X4 — X)/2 and t, E [0, t0] be a constant to be chosen later, where t0 is just

the constant t0 defined in Lemma 7. Let V = {x|x E C1, x(0) = 0, x'(0) = X,

|x'(0 — X| < e} which is a closed convex subset of C '([0, t,]).

For any x E V, we take x(0 as xr(t) which occurs in problem (2.7), (5.8)—(5.15).

It follows from Lemma 7 that there is a Lipschitz continuous solution w(x, t) such
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that |w| < M0, |3w/3x|, |9w/9r| < A/,. Solving the Cauchy problem of the system

of equations with support x = xr(0 in the direction of decrease in t, we obtain the

solution, also called w(x, t). There is also a constant M2 which depends on K and e

such that \w\ + |3w/3x| + |3>v/3f| < M2.

We solve the initial problem of (2.16) using the function w(x, 0 that we have just

obtained; y it) denotes the solution. Since the term on the right is Lipschitz

continuous and equals X as / = 0, then y E V as long as t, is assumed such that

|/(l) - X| < e.

Because y'(0 has a uniformly bounded Lipschitz coefficient, i.e. the set {y} is

bounded in the space Ch\[0, t]), V —»• {y} is a completely continuous mapping. It

follows from the Schauder fixed point theorem that there exists a fixed point in V

which is just the shock wave we are looking for. At the same time *v(x, 0 is also

obtained.

6. The other cases of the discontinuous initial problem. For the other cases of the

discontinuous initial problem we also can consider the structures of the solution in

a way similar to Theorem 3. When the solution of problem (1.6), (1.7) consists of

one forward rarefaction wave and one backward shock wave, we can treat the

corresponding problem (1.1), (1.5) in the same way as Theorem 3. When the

solution of problem (1.6), (1.7) consists of two rarefaction waves, we also obtain the

same result as Theorem 3. In this case we only consider the problem of the

rarefaction wave and the fixed boundary problem between the two rarefaction

waves.

When the solution of problem (1.6), (1.7) consists of two shock waves, we also

can treat the corresponding problem (1.1), (1.5) in a way similar to that in Theorem

3 and obtain a similar result. In this case, although we can obtain (5.32), (5.33) is

no longer true; therefore we need the following condition:

ß
l+ - l +'42 '12

/~   -  l +'42 M2
+

'42 '42

'42 '12
< 1. (6.1)

It is easy to show that when \sr — s¡\ and \cr — c¡\ are small enough this implies

(6.1). So in order to make the structure of the solution clear we must add such

kinds of sufficient conditions.

When the solution of problem (1.6)—(1.7) consists of one wave, for example

p = pr or p = Pi, the structure of problem (1.1), (1.5) at the point 0 cannot be

determined by the limits of the initial data at the point 0. In this case we should

consider the derivatives of the initial data at the point 0.
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